It has been conjectured by Ambrosanio, Kane, Kribs, Martin and Mrenna (AKM) that the CDF event pp + e'te-~$5~ is due to a decay chain involving two neutralino states (the lightest and the next-to-lightest ones). The lightest neutralino (xaK~) has been further considered by Kane and Wells as a candidate for cold dark matter. In this paper we examine the properties of relic XAKM's in their full parameter space, and examine the perspectives for detection by comparing theoretical predictions to sensitivities of various experimental searches. We find that for most regions of the parameter space the detectability of a relic XAKM would require quite substantial improvements in current experimental sensitivities. The measurements of neutrino fluxes from the center of the Earth and of an excess of p/p in cosmic rays are shown to offer some favorable perspectives for investigating a region of the XAKM parameter space around the maximal tan p value allowed by the model. @I 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
The occurrence at CDF of the single event pp -+ e+e-yyE:~
[ 1 ] has prompted two different supersymmetric interpretations [ 2-71, although also a nonsupersymmetric explanation has been proposed [ 81. The two supersymmetric interpretations have a common scheme to explain the CDF event: first, an Zi2-pair is produced, pp + Pe"-, then the following decay chain takes place Z* -+ e*xz, 2~ + 21 y, where 81 and 22 are the lightest and the next-tolightest supersymmetric particles (LSP and NLSP, respectively ). The two supersymmetric interpretations differ in the identification of 21 and 22 with definite supersymmetric particles. In one interpretation
[ 3,7] 81 and x2 are identified with the lightest and nextto-lightest neutralinos ~1 and ~2, respectively; in the second interpretation [ 2-61 22 is the lightest neutralino ~1, whereas RI is identified with the gravitino, which has the role of the lightest supersymmetric particle.
To test whether or not one of the supersymmetric interpretations is correct, various possible processes which can occur at CERN LEP or at Fermilab Tevatron have been discussed in [ 2-71. Furthermore, should one of the supersymmetric interpretations be valid, this would have implications for the presence of supersymmetric particles as relics in the Universe; these could also provide a substantial contribution to the cosmological matter density [9] . Thus the natural question arises, whether any of these fossil particles could be detected either directly or indirectly (or whether they are already excluded in force of the present experimental bounds).
The case of relic gravitinos would practically represent a hopeless situation for experimental investigation, since gravitino interactions are too weak to allow detection [ IO] . In models of gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (where the gravitino is the LSP) also the lightest messenger particle may be a viable dark matter candidate with a substantial relic abundance. This possibility has been recently investigated in [ I I] . We do not pursue the discussion of the gravitino case any further here.
Instead, in this paper we address the problem of the possible detection of relic neutralinos, whose specific properties are appropriate to a correct interpretation of the CDF event [ 93.
As discussed in [ 3, 7] , the interpretation of the CDF event in terms of the decay chain pp + Z+F-, P* + e*,yz. ,yz ---f xl y, sets a number of very stringent constraints on the supersymmetric parameter space, and in particular on the nature of the neutralinos. These constraints, due to the kinematics of the event, and to the required sizes for the relevant cross section and decay branching ratios, imply that x1 and ~2 are a very pure higgsino and a very pure photino, respectively. Detailed descriptions of the resulting supersymmetric parameter space are given in [7] , and some of these results will also be reported here in the next section. For the moment, let us just anticipate some of the most prominent features of the model. The parameter tan p is in the very low side (i.e. 1 5 tanp 5 3) of its natural range: 1 2 tan p 5 50; also, for the soft-breaking gaugino masses one has Mr z M2, rather than the usual relationship Mr = M2/2, motivated by unification assumption at MGm (definitions and conventions for the supersymmetric parameters are as in [ 121) . Furthermore, the kinematics of the CDF event (combined with the lower bound from LEP data) entails that inxz -mXl 2 30 GeV and 30 GeV 5 mX, 5 65 GeV. In the following. a neutralino eigenstate of the lightest mass, ~1. will be denoted by XAKM, when its properties are those required by the supersymmetric interpretation of the CDF event, as suggested and described in [ 3, 7] (LSP neutralino scenario).
In [9] some properties of a XAKM neutralino as a candidate for Cold Dark Matter (CDM) were discussed, and the perspectives for a direct detection were analysed, under the hypothesis that the contribution of XAKM to the cosmological density R is substantial. The analysis was pursued there in the extreme case of a pure higgsino composition and in general for a parameter space sizably narrower than the one allowed by the supersymmetric interpretation of the CDF event. In particular, it was concluded that the perspectives for a direct detection for this candidate are rather favorable.
In the present paper we reconsider the properties of XAKM as a relic particle, by expanding the previous analysis in many instances [ 131:
(i) we explicitly take into account a possible gaugino-higgsino mixing in XAKM, which, although very tiny, might nevertheless have sizeable consequences in some processes for tan /3 = 3; (ii) we relax the requirement that XAKM contributes to rZ significantly, since we wish to fully explore the experimental chances to detect a relic XAKM, even in the case it is not the main component of Cold Dark Matter (CDM) ; (iii) we implement all the constraints from accelerators, including b --i s + y and the new bounds implied by the LEP2 measurements [ 141; (iv) we examine what are the chances to detect relic XAKM'S using various detection strategies (direct detection as well as indirect measurements: neutrinos from the Sun [ 151 and from the Earth and the antiproton/proton ratio in cosmic rays). The motivations for the previous points are the following. On very general grounds one expects that a higgsino-like neutralino, such as XAKM, provides a large relic abundance fiX/r2, but has very little chances to be detectable. Indeed, a higgsino interacts with matter through spin-dependent effects, whereas the sensitivities of the experimental searches which are based on neutralino-matter scattering, however expected to substantially improve in the near future, will still remain for a while only at the level of the much larger coherent effects [ 161. Thus the perspectives for detection of a relic XAKM in the near future appear to be rather gloomy. Nevertheless, the conjecture of [ 3, 7, 9] is very challenging and potentially so much far-reaching, that it deserves a more careful analysis from the point of view of the actual perspectives of detectability.
Therefore we have undertaken the present analysis, with the aim of investigating the various circumstances which could provide some better perspectives for experimental exploration of at least some physical region allowed to XAKM. This is why first, by taking into account the gaugino-higgsino mixing, even if small, we explore the possibility that coherent effects may help in providing direct and indirect detection rates with more substantial contributions than the ones due to the spin-dependent effects. Of course, this cannot occur for configurations with tan p N 1, but could happen for neutralino compositions at the upper side of the allowed range for tan p, i.e. tan p N 3. Secondly, we have relaxed the constraint that XAKM provides substantial relic abundance, which in itself sounds rather arbitrary and at the same time forces XAKM to stay in a region of the parameter space where neutralino cross sections are automatically small. After all, should one be able to detect relic neutralinos compatible with the unique CDF event, this would already be a major breakthrough, even if these neutralinos do not provide a large a! Finally, apart from the more standard detection techniques for WIMPS (direct detection and detection of neutrinos from macroscopic bodies), also the antiproton/proton ratio in cosmic rays has been considered. Indeed, the XAKM neutralino holds some features which could favor this kind of signal: a small mass and a very tiny (but not vanishing) mixing [ 171. A few more comments are in order here. All experimental data have to be correctly implemented in shaping the allowed parameter space for XAKM. Therefore we have taken into account the b -+ s + y process which is a very constraining bound to be implemented in any realistic model (it is not clear whether or not it was properly taken into account in the previous analyses of [ 9, 151) . Furthermore we have included in our analysis the very recent data from LEP2 [ 141. In the next section we show how these new results further constrain the parameter space of [ 3, 7] . The bounds on the Higgs masses, which are important for our evaluation of the detection signals, are obtained from the experimental data of [ 18,191. The scheme of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we define the supersymmetric parameter space and examine some general properties of XAKM. In Sections 3 and 4 we present our results for the XAKM relic abundance and for its detection rates, respectively. Conclusions are finally reported in Section 5.
Model parameter space
Our parameter space has been modelled according to the one of [ 71. It issues from the requirement that the CDF event is due to the process: pp + Z+e"-, z* + @x2, x2 + xly.
We only consider the case of e"~ production, which appears to be the favourite scheme among those suggested in [ 71.
The parameters are: MI, MI, ,%, tan p, ??r,., (mass of the CP-even Higgs neutral boson), rni = rnq (this is the common mass for sleptons and squarks, taken to be degenerate, with the exception of the left-handed selectron (of mass mpL ) and of the lightest stop (of mass mi, ) and Bi (mixing angle in the stop mass matrix).
Our analysis of the properties of a relic XAKM has been performed by varying the supersymmetric parameters of a low-energy Minimal Supersymmetric It is worth noticing here that in the previous analyses of relic XAKM'S [ 9, 151 , only a restricted region of the parameter space (tan p Y 1) was considered, where higgsino purity in X,JKM is most pronounced. Also, in [ 9,151 only the lowest part of the neutralino mass range was considered, 30 GeV 2 ?llX 5 40 GeV, in order to avoid the Z-pole (and possibly Higgs-poles) in the neutralino pair-annihilation cross section, where the evaluation of the neutralino relic density requires great care. In this paper we include in our discussion both region A and region B of supersymmetric parameters. We also consider the whole rnx range and discuss the effect on the detection signals of a careful calculation of the relic abundance over the poles of the neutralino-neutralino annihilation cross section. On the other side, as previously mentioned, the new constraints from LEP2 [ 141 have been included. We show some effects of these constraints in of them are already excluded by the new LEP data. The various curves denote the chargino isomass contours at fixed tan /? which correspond to the current LEP lower bound on the chargino mass [ 141. For a given value of tan p, the configurations on the right of the relevant line are disallowed. In particular, one sees that no AKM configuration survives for tan p 2 2.6. The composition of XAKM is what establishes the size of the neutralino relic abundance and of the detection rates. This composition is shown in Fig. 2 . In (a) we give the values of the weights /ui12, lbi I*, Ici12, jdt I2 of the 7, 2. A,, fiti components for the smallest value of tan p: tan p = 1.05. In Fig. 2(b) we display the values of the same quantities cumulatively for the two values tan fi = 2.15. 2.5. We notice that, as anticipated, XAKM is largely dominated by H,s, with a next-to-leading contribution from 2. In Fig. 2(c) we give a scatter plot for the fractional weights of these two main components of XAKM over the full grid of Eqs. ( 1,2). For some configurations of region B the value of the ratio jbi i'/ici 12, even if small, may nevertheless be sizeable enough to allow coherent effects in neutralino-matter interaction to overcome the spin-dependent ones. 
Relic abundance of XAKM
The neutralino relic abundance R,h2 is evaluated using the standard formula ,,,,, v) is the thermally-averaged annihilation cross section times the relative velocity, g, (xf ) is the number of degrees of freedom at the freeze-out temperature Tf and xf = Tflrn,.
Whenever the neutralino-neutralino annihilation cross section is not in the proximity of a pole or when anyway a great accuracy in the estimate of a, h* is not important, we simply expand (gannu) at small velocities (cT~,,,,v) = a + bx (x = T/mx), and thus 1(x,) = axf + bxf2/2 [ 20, 21 I. Otherwise, when we are close to a pole for the annihilation cross section and we require a careful evaluation for the relic abundance, the function I( xf), which entails multiple integrations over x and over the two particle velocities, is carefully evaluated, in part analytically and in part numerically
[ 22,231. Since this procedure is much computer-time consuming, we have applied the following selection criteria. Out of the full set of neutralino configurations explored through a scanning of the regions A and B. we have selected a number of configurations (denoted as set S in the following) which, according to our estimates of detection rates, have more chances to be detected in the future. The set S will be precisely defined later on. For the configurations of set S the relic abundance has been evaluated in the exact way (and compared to the approximated estimate), whereas for other configurations only the approximate method, based on the lowvelocity expansion, has been adopted.
In the evaluation of (g,,,, u) all the ff final states as well as the complete set of Born diagrams have been taken into account [ 241.
In Fig. 3 we display the results of our evaluation. Diamonds and crosses represent the values of flxh2 for configurations of set S (diamonds denote the values of fi, h2 calculated in the exact way, crosses give the values obtained with the low-velocity approximation). Dots denote the values Oxh2 for the other configurations (in the low-velocity approximation).
Some interesting features show up in this figure:
fiXh2 displays the typical dip at about 45 GeV (Z-pole) ; in going through the pole in a,,,, the approximated value of 0xh2 changes from an overestimate to an underestimate of the correct value (see Fig. 3(b) ); as expected, in region A (tan p 'u 1) the relic abundance may be quite sizeable, and may even fall in the favorite range Q-o~h~ E 0.2 & 0.1 [25] , whereas in region B it turns out to be systematically below 0.03. ^ The evaluation of Oxh' is important here not only to establish the role played by the XAK,+, neutralino as a CDM candidate, but also to provide the value of the local (solar neighborhood) density pX. This quantity enters in all the detection rates to be considered in the following. Here, to determine the value of pX, we adopt the following resealing recipe [ 261. For each KeV, where Eee is the electron-equivalent energy. Configurations in regions A and B are given in (a) and (b) resp. Diamonds and crosses denote the values of the displayed signal for configurations of set S when Qxh' is calculated with the exact expression and with the low-velocity approximation.
respectively. Dots denote the values of the displayed signal for the other configurations, calculated in the low-velocity approximation only.
point of the parameter space, we take into account the relevant value of the cosmological neutralino relic density. When fin,/? is larger than a minimal (LUZ~)~,~~, compatible with observational data and with largescale structure calculations, we simply put pX = ~1. When fiXh' turns out to be less than ( f2h2)nlin, and then the neutralino may only provide a fractional contribution flxh2/( flh2),,,in E 5 to f2h2, we take pX = p&. The value to be assigned to ( flh2)nrin is somewhat arbitrary, in the range 0.03 5 ( flh2)n,in 5 0.2. In the present paper we have used ( f2h2)nlin = 0.03. As far as the value of pl is concerned, we have taken the representative value pl = 0.5 GeV . cmP3. This corresponds to the central value of a recent determination of pi, based on a flattened dark matter distribution and microlensing data: pl = 0.5 lf$b GeV . cm-s [ 271.
Detection rates for XAKM
The most natural question to be asked now is whether there may be some chance to detect a relic neutralino with the properties of XAKM. To provide an answer to this question we examine in detail three of the main methods for detecting relic particles (neutralinos in our case) [ 281:
(i) direct detection, (ii) detection of neutrinos from macroscopic bodies (Earth and Sun), (iii) measurement of an excess of p/p in cosmic rays, due to neutralino-neutralino annihilation in the halo. As mentioned in the introduction, on very general grounds one expects that the interaction of the XAKM neutralino with matter takes place through spindependent effects [9] . This is due to the fact that XAKM is an almost pure higgsino, and then couples to A third detection method for XAKM investigated in quarks mainly through a Z-exchange. This is particthe present paper is the measurement of the antiproton ularly true for configurations where tan p N 1. Howcomponent in cosmic rays. This experimental mean ever, as shown in Fig. 2 , for X,.$KM compositions at is very interesting, in view of the upcoming projects the upper extreme of the allowed tanfi range, i.e.
[ 29,301, which should substantially increase the numtanp = 2.5, the higgsino-gaugino mixing parameber of measured antiprotons, bringing the present total ter lbt1*/Ict1* can reach a level of N 10% and then number of about 30 to something of order 600 in a may switch on some coherent effects through Higgsfew-year time [ 301. This remarkable increase in statismediated or squark-mediated processes. This effect tics should soon allow us to discriminate between a may trigger an enhancement in direct detection rates fast-varying spectrum of secondary antiprotons and a as compared to a simple evaluation based on spinflat spectrum of antiprotons of exotic origin for kinetic dependent effects only. A second beneficial effect due energies in the range 100 MeV 5 T 5 a few GeV. to a mixing in XAKM is that also the neutrino outcome Also from the theoretical point of view the peculiarity from the Earth (typically increased by coherent efof XAKM offers some interesting features for the ,0/p fects) might be sizably enhanced.
ratio (tiny higgsino-gaugino mixing and small mass). Now let us define our set S of AKM configurations. the neutralino composition, overcome spin-dependent This is a set of representative points within regions A effects. When this is the case, then the best way to and B which satisfy the following prerequisites: their compare experimental data, which usually refer to a predicted signals either for detection of neutrinos from variety of nuclear compositions, is to convert the upper Earth and Sun (at least one of these) or for detection limits on the energy spectra into upper bounds on the of antiprotons in cosmic rays is within two orders of neutralino-nucleon scalar cross section I$'&,. This magnitude from the current value of the relevant exprocedure is a model-independent one, i.e. it does not perimental upper bound (at 90% CL.).
depend on the neutralino composition.
Direct detection
Let us start our analysis of the detection methods from the most natural one: direct detection. This consists in the measurement of the energy released by a neutralino in its scattering off a nucleus in an appropriate detector, by using very different experimental techniques [ 281. Some of the most recent experimental results are given in [ 3 l-351.
In general, it is expected that, in the neutralinonucleus scattering, coherent effects, when allowed by However, as previously discussed, for configurations of region A, the XAKM is a neutralino with a high higgsino-purity and then its spin-dependent interactions with matter are important. Therefore for configurations of region A the previous procedure is not the most appropriate one and consequently we consider a rate rather than the neutralino-nucleon cross section. As far as configurations of region B are concerned, it turns out that the maximal signals are already slightly dominated by coherent effects. Therefore, for our comparison between predictions and experimental upper limits for configurations of region B we use both quantities: rates and cross sections. For our evaluation of cross sections and rates for the process at hand, we used the method described in [ 361. Our results are reported in Figs. 4-5. In Fig. 4 we display the predicted values of the rate RN~I for the scattering of a neutralino off a NaI detector, integrated over the range 3.75 KeV < E,, < 5.25 KeV, where E,, is the electron-equivalent energy. The reason for considering this quantity is that it provides one of the most stringent experimental upper bounds (for neutralinos interacting through spin-dependent effects and with a mass in the range 40 GeV 5 lnX < 75 GeV): RNar N rxpt < 1 event/ (Kg day) [ 321. From Fig. 4 it is clear that all the predicted values for AKM configurations fall far below the current experimental bound (by more than two orders of magnitude for both regions, region B being slightly better than region A). Fig. 5 displays the scatter plot of the neutralinonucleon cross-section times the resealing factor 5 for configurations of region B only and compares these to the experimental upper bound. The experimental limit shown in this figure refers to an experiment using a Ge-detector [ 351. This bound is somewhat more restrictive than the previous one from the NaI-detector, since now we start dealing with coherent effects and then we can optimize all experimental data to obtain the most stringent upper limit. Consequently, the maximal predicted signal for some configurations turns out to be a little closer to the current limit, but however away by about two orders of magnitude. We notice that some increase in RN~I and &J~$~~ is due to the refined evaluation of the neutralino relic abundance (see Figs. 4(b)-5) . 
Neutrinos from the Earth and from the Sun
Let us turn now to the possible signals consisting of fluxes of up-going muons through a neutrino telescope generated by neutrinos produced by pair annihilations of neutralinos captured and accumulated inside the Earth and the Sun. The evaluation of the muon fluxes, which is a rather elaborate multistep process, has been performed here according to the procedure described in [ 371, to which we refer for details.
In order to conform to the experimental data which we use as upper limits, we consider here fluxes of upgoing muons integrated over muon energies above 1 GeV. The flux from the Earth @Eati is also integrated over a cone of half aperture of 30" centered at the nadir, the one from the Sun $"" is integrated over the whole possible outcome from the Sun, i.e. integrated over 25" around the Sun direction. We compare our evaluations to the Baksan upper limits: @Ed < 2.1 x IO-l4 cm-2s-1 (90% C.L.), @p 5 3.5 X lo-l4
Our results are shown in Figs. 6-7. We notice that for region A (Fig. 6(a) ) the maximal value of @p", provided only by very few configurations at m, N 65 GeV is N 5 x lo-l5 cmP2s-', anyway below the experimental upper bound roughly by a factor of 6. These configurations were disregarded in previous analyses [ 9,151. Most of the other configurations give signals largely spread over more than three decades. When we move from region A to region B (Fig. 6(b) ) , c#$"" increases as expected, since coherent effects start playing some role in enhancing the neutralino capture rate by the Sun. Here a significant number of configurations have a predicted level of @F" within an order of magnitude from the current experimental bound. For region B an even more favorable comparison between predictions and experimental sensitivity occurs for a;="" (Fig. 7) . Indeed, the maximal predicted value is away from the present experimental limit only by a factor 2. However, it is again apparent from Fig. 7 is indeed due to the step in mA used in our sampling of the parameter space.
We again notice that some increase in the level of the fluxes in Figs. 6(b) and 7 is due to the refined evaluation of the neutralino relic abundance. Furthermore it is worth noticing that some improvements in the comparison of the predicted values for ePU* and the experimental data may be obtained through a more refined analysis of the fluxes in terms of their angular distribution [ 391.
p/p in cosmic rays
The annihilation of neutralinos in our halo may generate some amount of antiprotons in our Galaxy. A way of discriminating them, against the background due to the secondary antiprotons produced by primary cosmic particles with the interstellar medium, is to look at the p/p spectrum as a function of the kinetic energy T. At small T the p/p ratio due to secondaries increases quickly, as T increases, whereas the signal has a flat behaviour.
Measurements of anti-protons have been going on for quite a long time with some conflicting results [ 281. More recent data [40, 41] seem to follow the behaviour of secondaries as evaluated in [42] . However, a much higher statistics is required to find out whether or not there might be a signal of some exotic origin for antiprotons. This very intriguing problem should be settled in a few-year time, due to upcoming experiments [29, 30] which are expected to collect a total of about 600 antiprotons [ 301.
We have evaluated the p/p ratio in the following way:
the antiproton spectrum, as due to the neutralino pair annihilation in the halo, has been calculated as in [17] , the proton spectrum has been taken from [43] , the propagation of the two fluxes has been evaluated using a leaky box model with an energydependent confinement time taken from [ 441, the two spectra have been modulated by employing the procedure of [ 451 with the modulation parameter of [ 411 and then integrated over the range 250 MeV < T 5 1000 MeV to conform to the experimental characteristics of one of the most significant experimental data:
To make the comparison of our predicted values with the experimental data more meaningful, we use in the following the valuep/p 5 7.5 x lop5 as indicative of a 90% C.L. limit for antiprotons of exotic origin. direct detection, detection of neutrinos from macroscopic bodies (Earth and Sun), (iii) measurement of an excess of p/p in cosmic rays, due to neutralino-neutralino annihilation in the halo. We show our results in Fig. 8 . We notice that For all of these search techniques we have evalfor a limited number of configurations in region B uated the relevant signals exploring the widest al- (Fig. 8(b) ) the predicted signal is rather close to the lowed parameter space of the X,JKM neutralino and we experimental value, but for many others the signals are have compared our results to the current experimental away by orders of magnitude. The maximal predicted bounds. In no case present experimental data are such value for p/p is below the upper limit by a factor 3-4.
Again it turns out that the improvement in the calculation of 0,/r* enhances the expected signal. In Fig. 9 we give a scatter plot of p/p versus @Fath to show how the same set of XAKM configurations provide the maximal predicted values for both of these two quantities. Fig. 10 shows where these configurations are located in the p -M2 plane.
Conclusions
The conjecture that the CDF event pp + e+e-yyEr is due to a decay chain involving two neutralino states (the lightest and the next-to-lightest ones) [ 3, 7] is certainly very intriguing, although great caution is in order, because of the existence of a single event of this sort and of the non-uniqueness in its interpretation [ 2-81. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the event suggested in [ 3, 7] , if correct, would have so much impact on particle physics, that any possible experimental verification of it should be carefully investigated. Obviously, accelerators are the most suitable means for this purpose.
Also the implications for relic supersymmetric neutralinos deserve much attention and experimental investigation. With this target in mind, we have extended the analyses of [9, 15] in many ways. We have explored a much wider region in the supersymmetric parameter space than previously done and we have examined a variety of different detection means. In such a challenging enterprise of searching for a relic particle the only winning strategy is the one of combining as many independent searches as possible.
Let us now summarize some of our results. We have considered three detection methods for relic neutralinos:
to provide information on a relic XAKM. All experimental methods require a substantial improvement in sensitivities before they may be capable of exploring some sizeable region of the XAKM parameter space. In general, the most easily accessible region is the one corresponding to the values of tan p close to the upper part of the ARM range 1.05 < tan /3 5 3 and to the smallest values of mA. Unfortunately, as discussed in Section 2, the new LEP2 data already exclude the X,.+KM configurations with tan p 2 2.6.
For direct detection the most easily accessible part of the XAKM parameter space requires a very significant experimental improvement in sensitivities of 2-3 orders of magnitude. We emphasize that our conclusion is based directly on consideration of neutralinonucleon cross section, and then automatically takes into account the most stringent experimental measurements.
The measurement of fluxes of upgoing muons from the center of the Earth appears to be in a much better situation, since some configurations are away from the present upper bound by a factor of two. However, an improvement of at least one order of magnitude in sensitivity would be necessary for an exploration of a significant number of configurations.
The most suitable detector for this job appears to be MACRO with a muon energy threshold of about 1 GeV, whereas large-area neutrino telescopes such as AMANDA and NESTOR would not have much chances because of a much higher energy threshold.
We have shown that some XAKM configurations may provide an excess of p/p in cosmic rays at a level that is away from the present measured value by a factor 3-4. This fact deserves much attention in view of the expected increase of statistics in the upcoming experiments in space.
However, a word of caution is in order here. All our evaluations of signals for configurations in region B are very sensitive to the value assigned to the parameter ( flXh2),,,in, which enters in our resealing of px. Here we have used ( fiXh2)p,in = 0.03, which roughly corresponds to a minimal value for ( flxh2)en.
If a larger value of ( f&h2) min = f x 0.03 ( f greater than one) is employed, then in region B the estimates for R and Qp have to be reduced by a factor l/f and the values of p/p by a factor (l/f)*.
The same considerations apply to those configurations of region A, whose relic abundance is smaller than ( flXh2),in.
Finally, we point out that in the present paper our aim was to establish a comparison between the level of the maximal signals due to a XAKM neutralino and the experimental sensitivities currently available or expected in a near future. It is obvious that, in view of an actual experimental measurement, specific signatures and signal to background discriminations should be carefully investigated. This is beyond the scope of the present analysis.
] 13 ] Preliminary results of the present analysis were presented by A. Bottino, invited talk at the International Workshop "The Identification of Dark Matter", Sheffield University, September 7-l 1, 1996 (to appear in the Proceedings).
[ 141 OPAL Collaboration. [ 161 These considerations apply to direct detection and to detection of neutrinos from the center of the Earth. The lowflux signals of neutrinos from the Sun which are related to spin-dependent effects will only be accessible to large area neutrino telescopes (AMANDA, NESTOR) whose threshold energy will however be too high to allow detection of ,ya~~.
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